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1 Your Guide to Greener Living

Name:

Group:

This guide helps you to
begin the carbon reduction
journey.

Every step forward benefits:

Your community

Your pocket 

Our planet
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3 Your Guide to Greener Living

Starting your low carbon journey
This journey is not about guilt or living without your daily comforts. 
There is a natural carbon cycle that everything on earth is part of.
This journey is about cutting the carbon we all waste; by doing so you
will see personal benefits.

You can work through this guide alone or with a group of people.

We all lead different lifestyles and some of the actions in this guide will
be easier for you to follow than others. Getting support and sharing
experiences will help you move forward in a way that suits you.

Your carbon footprint
Action:
Work out your household carbon footprint. You can do this on our
website or at Act on CO2 and start your journey.

Steps:

1. Complete a carbon footprint questionnaire to work out your
carbon footprint.

2. You will be provided with your carbon footprint and then you
can pledge actions to reduce it.

3. To help you reduce your footprint you can attend workshops
on topics such as:

• Energy efficiency • Food, shopping and waste
• Renewable technologies • Water
• Sustainable travel

My household carbon footprint is:

Date:

Now start your low carbon journey... good luck!
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What is a carbon footprint
Your carbon footprint is the amount of carbon that enters the
atmosphere because of the electricity and fuel you use. It’s measured
in tonnes of carbon dioxide.

Knowing your carbon footprint helps you understand your impact on the
environment – and, more importantly, find easy ways to reduce that impact.

You can estimate your carbon footprint using various methods.

So now you have found out your footprint, follow this guide to find out
how to reduce it, save money and make your actions count.

Here are a few tips:

1. Have a target to work towards – a percentage cut is
suggested, hence the 11% target in 2011.

2. Start by cutting out the high-carbon activities that are dull,
and keeping the ones that are fun. Driving to work is as dull as
dish water – try reading a good book on public transport, or
get energised by cycling and walking. This will improve your
health and produce endorphins that make you feel happier.

3. When you do use carbon, make the most of it, like sharing
your car journeys.

4. Try to change your outlook – see everything as a precious
resource and consider the best way to make full use of it.

5. The carbon cuts in this guide show the approximate savings
you can achieve by completing the action.
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Home energy
check
Action:
Make the most of the free expert advice available
from the Energy Saving Trust by doing a home energy check survey.

Steps:

1. Call your local Energy Saving Trust advice centre FREE on
0800 512 012 where you can complete your survey over the
phone with their expert advisors.

2. Make sure you answer the questions as fully as possible. 

3. Let the advice team work out what savings you could make
and await their report!

4. They can email or post your report to you.

5. Act on the report. It will let you know what more you can do,
and if there are any grants or discounted schemes to help.

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

Variable

Already done: I pledge this:
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Smart meters
Action:
Find out what energy your appliances use and discover which are
using the most.

Did you know:
That gadgets are a main source of energy use, for
example even our teenager’s/children’s bedrooms are full
of electrical gadgets.

The annual running cost for the young technophile is
approximately £101.

Steps:

1. Borrow a smart meter from your local library or ask your
energy supplier if they can give you one free of charge.

2. Install your meter following the instructions.

3. Place the monitor where the entire household can see it
frequently.

3. Keep a check on your electricity habits – particularly notice
what is being left on unnecessarily or overnight? Find them
out and switch them off.

Already done: I pledge this:

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

130kg
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Invest in clever kit
Action:
Organise your appliances so it's easier to
switch them off.

For a technical fix, there are gadgets that can help
make electricity savings.

Steps:

1. When buying new equipment look for the
“energy saving recommended logo”
or an equivalent and buy A rated or above.

2. Invest in an intelligent multi-plug or standby saver for your
computer and other equipment. Place it where it can easily
be reached. Available from high street shops from
around £10.

3. If you really need to leave your PC on to reduce the start up
time, use an Eco Button, available online for around £15.

4. Built-in clocks on equipment such as cookers and white
goods are an energy drain. Go for the highest efficiency
ratings when replacing equipment.

Already done: I pledge this:

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

75g
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Energy saving
lightbulbs
Action:
Change all your bulbs (wherever you can) to
energy savers – including outdoor types.

Steps:

1. List all the light bulbs in your home and
their wattage.

2. Find the most suitable energy saving
replacement – considering:

• wattage required
• shape of the bulb
• size of attachment
• quality of light

3. Take a look online or visit a DIY store to see the wide range of
bulbs available. Buy your stock either all at once or as your
bulbs need replacing.

4. Recycle old bulbs at your local tip (wait until you fill an old box,
car share with friends, or make a combined trip and visit the
recycling depot with a shopping trip).

5. Switch off lights when they are not needed.

6. Come up with ways of encouraging other members of the
household to switch off too.

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

35kg
per bulb

Already done: I pledge this:
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Loft insulation
Are you thick enough?

Action:
Avoid going through the roof when you see your
next heating bill. Install loft insulation or top up on what you already
have – it’s one of the best ways to save cash and make carbon savings.

Steps:

1. Dust off the ladder and get into your loft (or ask someone to
check it for you).

2. Use the loft insulation depthometer (otherwise known as
a ruler), available free from the Energy Saving Trust to check
your insulation levels.

3. Did you know that the recommended depth for loft
insulation is 270mm or 10 1/2 inches and that loft
insulation can save you around £155 every year on your
heating bills.

4. Speak to the Energy Saving Trust to find out what deals or
grants are available to get the work done. Your DIY store can
also help. 

5. If you are considering DIY, stores often have guides to help;
then make your purchase and make your actions count.

Already done: I pledge this:

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annumTop up

230kg
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Wall insulation
Action:
About a third of all heat is lost through the walls. So if you have
cavity walls, insulating them is an excellent carbon cutting measure
and can pay for itself in two years.

Cavity wall Solid wall

Steps:

1. Houses built after 1930 are very likely to have cavity walls.
Check your wall construction by looking at the brickwork of
your outside walls. If the narrow brick ends are showing, you
don't have a cavity. If all the bricks are laid end-to-end, you
do.

2. Speak to the Energy Saving Trust, they can make sure your
home is suitable for cavity wall insulation, look for grants and
find the best deal for you and arrange for the work to be
done by approved installers.

3. Even if you don't have cavity walls, other types of wall insulation
are available. Your advisors can tell you about this too.

Already done: I pledge this:

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

610kg
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Keep hot water hot
Action:
Tank tops are back in fashion! Well, tank
jackets are. Make sure your hot water tank
(if you have one) and pipes are well insulated.

Steps:

1. If you have a hot water tank, make sure it has a thick layer
of lagging. If it is warm to the touch it needs one.

2. Check any existing insulation for any gaps and make sure it
is securely fastened.

3. If you don't have any or it needs replacing visit your local
DIY store and purchase one. It will come with instructions on
how to fit it.

4. Don't forget to lag your hot water pipes too (these can be
warm to touch if you have run your hot water tap). Foam
sleeves are also available from the DIY stores from as little
as 60p per metre.

5. Insulating your tank will save you around £30 a year on your
heating bill.

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

250kg

Already done: I pledge this:
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Control your heating
Action:
Stay in control of your home heating regime. Check and
adjust your wall or room thermostat and central heating
timer to make the best of your heat.

Steps:

1. Woolly jumpers at the ready! Before cracking up the
heat, think about putting on another layer of clothing.

2. Use a thermometer to check your temperature. 21˚C
is best for the living room and 18˚C for the bedrooms,
but some people prefer it a little cooler.

3. Try turning your thermostat down by one degree. It can
reduce your bills by 10%.

4. Make sure your thermostat isn't near a draught or a
radiator. If it is, it should be re-located.

5. Dig out your central heating instruction manual for a bit of
revision, then make sure your timer and controls are set
properly.

6. Test how long it takes for your home to get to a
comfortable temperature when the heating comes on,
and how long it takes before it’s cold when it goes off.
Re-set your timer to take account of these times.

7. Turn your heating off during the work day and whilst away
on your summer holiday.  

8. If your boiler is more than 15 years old consider replacing it
with a new A rated condensing boiler.

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

335kg

Already done: I pledge this:
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Heating controls
Action:
Controlling how your radiators work is an easy
way to reduce carbon emissions and save
money on your heating bill.

Steps:

1. Use Thermostatic Radiator Valves (TRVs) to get
room-by-room temperature control.

2. Fitting TRVs is surprisingly cheap – you can do it yourself
from as little as £3 per valve, or employ a plumber.

3. Keep the doors closed between rooms so that the heat
doesn't migrate.

4. Don’t fiddle with your TRVs too much. They work most
efficiently if you choose the right setting for the room and
leave it.

5. If a room already has a thermostat on the wall, don't fit a
TRV, as they cancel each other out.

6. Radiators on outside walls can be fitted with radiator foil.
This is attached to the wall behind the radiator to reflect
heat back into the room. Most DIY stores sell it.

Already done: I pledge this:

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

170kg

Make your actions count
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A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

240kg

Already done: I pledge this:

Draught busting
Action:
No-one likes a chilly
draught on a winter’s
night so get draught
busting around the home.

Steps:

1. Check all your doors, windows, skirting boards and your loft
hatch for unwelcome draughts.

2. Where needed, fix draught strips around doors and
windows. Foam strips are cheap and cheerful (brush strips
that come in all shapes and sizes are better) and are
available from DIY stores. Foam strips cost around £4 for 15
metres.

3. Get crafty and make your own draught-stopping
sausage dog, with an old blanket and scraps of material.

4. Seal any gaps between the skirting boards and the floor
with a tube of sealant.

5. Unused open fires are a big culprit. Get a chimney balloon
to fill the gap (but deflate it and take it out before you light a
fire). Available online from around £18.
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Already done: I pledge this:

Go green when
you clean

Action:
Free yourself from housework – and have more free time to do the
things you enjoy the most.

Steps:

1. Wash clothes less – wait until they actually get dirty.

2. Wait until you have a full load. Two half loads use more
energy.

3. Dry clothes outside when the weather is good, even in the
winter – the fresh air makes them smell really good.

4. Hang or fold clothes up straight away after drying them so
they will need less ironing.

5. Ask yourself – does an item really need ironing? (like towels).

6. Install a ceiling high clothes dryer for winter washing and
make use of the rising heat.

7. If you have floors without a carpet – sweep instead of
hoover – it’s peaceful, man!

8. Save warm soapy bath water for cleaning the car.

9. Use clever cloth technology for cleaning surfaces instead
of all those chemicals in plastic bottles.

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

242kg



Generate your own energy
Action:
Renewable energy technologies like solar panels
and biomass heating offer an alternative to fossil fuels
and can help to reduce your home’s carbon emissions.

There are financial benefits too. You will save on your
energy bills by generating your own energy and be paid
too. If fuel prices rise you will save even more.

Steps:

1. Visit the Energy Saving Trust Home Energy Generation
Selector Tool. It’s designed to help you identify renewable
technologies that may be suitable to generate heat or
electricity for your home.

2. If you are interested in generating your own electricity and
your home is suitable then look into Photovoltaic Panels.
Opportunities exist to buy your own system and receive a
regular payment or rent a roof system where you receive
the free electricity.

3. If your home has a high demand for hot water you could look
into a Solar Thermal system.

4. Examples of other technologies are:
• Wind and Hydro to generate electricity
• Biomass and Heat pumps to generate heat.

Already done: I pledge this:

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

330kg
For solar thermal
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Food and shopping
smartly
Action:
We live in a consumer society but buying more
inevitably means paying more and the costs are not just financial
– try to bear in mind what’s needed to get your purchase to the shop.
Buying local reduces your food miles and food
retain more nutrients.

Steps:

1. Buy less – it’s simple and it reduces waste.
Make a shopping list and stick to it.

2. Shop little, often and locally for fresh produce.
Do this for products and services too. Make it
a habit to find out where things are made and
support the local economy.

3. Buy seasonal – that way they are more likely to be local too
and support your local Farmer’s Markets.

4. Eat more organic food and try the vegetable box scheme –
you may find it tastes better, it might even be delivered.

5. Reducing your meat portions by half is a step in the right
direction.

6. Buy quality not quantity – if you have to spend make it last
and enjoy it.

7. Make do and mend – it improves your creativity, makes you
unique and is big on the feel good factor.

8. Share tools and equipment or buy second hand – older items
were often built to last, and are more likely to be handcrafted.

9. Carry your own bags and refuse the plastic ones.

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

1000kg

Already done: I pledge this:
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Buy in bulk
Action:
Make the weekly shop less of a
strain for yourself and our planet.
Bulk buy your staples once every
couple of months – it saves on time,
transport, packaging and the cost.

Steps:

1. Work out what your family eats in one month and separate
into dried, tinned foods and perishables.

2. Make space to store the bulk items.

3. Join or set up a buyer group that has an account with a
whole foods supplier.

You will need to:
• Have one member of the group set up an account using a

registered business name.
• Circulate a catalogue.
• Agree how often you place orders.
• Agree on who collects and collates the orders.
• Reach a minimum order amount.
• Have one delivery address where someone over 18 can

sign for the delivery.
• Agree on how and when the orders are distributed.

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

300kg

Already done: I pledge this:
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Green gardens
Action:
Use your garden as a green resource and a
carbon sink. Growing your own saves on food
miles, tastes delicious and couldn't be any
fresher. Even a few salad leaves, strawberries and herbs are better
than nothing and can be grown in pots if you have no garden space.

Steps:

1. Grow your own fruit and vegetables, make your flower beds
productive and grow your fruit or veg together with your
flowers. Did you know you can even grow edible flowers?

2. If you haven't got a garden, sign up for an allotment or
someone willing to share one with a neighbour. Talk to your
local council.

3. Sow seeds – start with the easy ones, like peas and beans,
then advance to tomatoes and broccoli (you can swap what
you grow, seeds or plants with neighbours).

4. Plant fruit trees for a low effort option and while you are
waiting for yours to mature ask people who don't use all
their fruit if you can collect some.

5. Find out more by checking out the sources of information at
the back of this guide.

6. Preserve what you grow for winter by bottling or freezing.

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

50g

Already done: I pledge this:



Reduce, reuse, recycle
Action:

• Reduce the amount of rubbish going into your bin.
• Reuse and get creative, really wear things out before binning them.
• Recycling means that less materials have to be found to

produce new products and it saves energy.

Steps:

1. Buy loose fruit and vegetables to reduce packaging. If you
have to buy food in packing make sure you can recycle it.

2. Do you really need that new updated appliance or gadget
when you already have one?

3. Set aside a dedicated recycling place with suitable containers.

4. Unwanted items and those you no longer use can be sold on
the web, donated to charity shops or your local freecycle
scheme for other people to use. You can also recycle your
old stamps, glasses, mobile phones and foreign coins.

5. Reuse plastic cartons and tubs for fridge storage and
packed lunches or take them to your recycling point. Make
sure you take your rubbish home to recycle.

6. Your household waste site takes a lot of products. Save up
a load or ask your friends and neighbours if you can take
their recycling too.

7. Set up a compost bin or wormery in your garden.

8. Visit your local authority website for further information or
help.

Already done: I pledge this:

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

93kg
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Tap into savings
Action:
Water is a precious resource and we should
use it wisely, it's not as abundant as you might
think. Using water, especially hot water, also
uses energy and increases our carbon emissions.

Did you know:
That the average person in the UK uses about 150 litres of
water per day, and the average household uses 350 litres of
water a day. To compare, a person should drink 1 litre a day.

Steps:

1. Install a Save-A-Flush in an old toilet cistern (one without a
dual flush).

2. Install a water butt in your garden to collect rain water off
your roof.

3. Remember to turn the tap off when brushing your teeth.

4. Shower for less than six minutes rather than have a bath.

5. An easy way to save about nine litres of water
is to put face wipes, cotton pads and other
rubbish in the bin rather than flushing them
down the toilet.

6. Remember to put the plug in your sink or
basin rather than letting all your water run
down the drain.

7. Mend dripping taps.

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

1kg

Already done: I pledge this:
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Beat the queues:
travel in twos
Action:
Cars create carbon and other pollutants that damage our environment
and health. They also cause congestion, delays and parking problems.
Sustainable travel can improve our health and reduce our
dependence on cars. We could walk, cycle, combine journeys or car
share more. Even if it is just a short journey to a bus stop or station.

Steps:

1. Reduce driving short distances and try walking or cycling
to your local facilities such as schools and shops.

2. Use your car less by combining journeys. Talk about the journeys
you make with your family or friends and try to combine them.

3. Complete a Travel Energy Check on the Energy Saving
Trust website.

4. Be a smarter buyer and pick the right engine – choosing
the most fuel efficient car saves fuel and money. Most
models offer a range of engines so you don't need to
compromise. Look for the car label, it shows fuel efficiency
and emissions. An A rated car is the cleanest.

5. Drive smarter – develop your driving technique to get more
miles for your money. Simple ideas like cutting your speed
and checking your tyre pressure every week can make a
huge difference to your fuel consumption.

6. Join a car share scheme.

Already done: I pledge this:

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

Variable
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Long distance travel
Action:
Think carefully about your travel destinations. Is
your car or a flight the only way to get there?
Could you relax and unwind on public transport
and holiday in the UK?

Did you know
Carbon emissions from air travel are sky-rocketing! Flying is a
major contributor to global carbon emissions – and it's on the rise.

A return long-haul flight to Thailand releases over two tonnes of
carbon per passenger, which is more than most non-flyers'
carbon footprint for a whole year – Phew!

Steps:

1. For longer journeys public transport may be quicker. Book
tickets early to get the best deals.

2. Travel by public transport for half your trips for medium to
long distances (over 100 miles).

3. Reduce your flights in the UK.

4. Check out holidays and breaks in the UK rather than
abroad – you never know what's on your doorstep.
Visit www.visitbritain.com or www.greentraveller.co.uk and
www.responsibletravel.com to find out what's on offer.

5. You can get the train to Europe too!

Already done: I pledge this:

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

1109kg
Short Haul
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Going places
Action:
Cycling and walking give you freedom and
help keep you healthier, get out and about
under your own steam.

Steps:

1. Before buying a new or a second hand bike, it’s worth getting
advice online or from a bike shop to make sure that your bike
is suitable for you and the purpose you need it for.

2. Be safe and visible: wear a helmet and reflective clothing.

3. Brush up on your cycling skills so you are safe on the road.
Sign up for a course or learn from a friend.

4. Download useful information and maps from Sustrans.
Details at the back of this guide.

5. Look out for fun events in your local area to get you on your bike.

6. If you choose a second hand bike get it checked out by a
Bike Doctor. These are sometimes available free at cycling
events or ask a supplier.

More ideas
1. Switch to a green electricity tariff.

2. Quit smoking: it really is a good idea. It cuts carbon,
saves you money and is better for your health. The production
and smoking of cigarettes does have a carbon impact.

3. Keep fit by walking, jogging and cycling in your local area.

A
ve

ra

ge cut in carbon per annum

1400kg

Already done: I pledge this:
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Where will your journey
take you?
Track your progress here:
Home energy check Go green when you clean

Smart meters Generate your own energy

Invest in clever kit Food and shopping smart

Energy saving lightbulbs Buy in bulk

Loft insulation Green gardens

Wall insulation Reduce, reuse, recycle

Keep hot water hot Tap into savings

Control your heating Beat the queues: travel in twos

Heating controls Long distance travel

Draught busting Going places

Make your actions count
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Produced by:
Green Neighbourhood Challenge
Yorkshire Energy Partnership
20 George Hudson Street
York YO1 6WR
Tel: 01904 554465
Online: www.yorkshireenergypartnership.org.uk

Sources:
Low Carbon Passport – Harrogate Borough Council
Energy Saving Trust 

Useful Contacts:
General
Energy Saving Trust – www.energysavingtrust.org.uk 
or for your local office call FREE on 0800 512 012
http://carboncalculator.direct.gov.uk
Food
www.lovefoodhatewaste.com
www.farmersmarkets.net
www.ciwf.org.uk
Gardens
www.rhs.org.uk/Gardening/Grow-Your-Own
www.permaculture.org.uk
www.gardenorganic.org.uk
Recycling
www.recycle-more.co.uk
www.recyclenow.org.uk
Water
Yorkshire Water 0845 124 2424
www.yorkshirewater.com
Transport
Transport Direct – www.transportdirect.info
www.vcacarfueldata.org.uk
www.green-car-guide.com
www.sustrans.org.uk
www.crosscountrytrains.co.uk
www.nationalexpress.com
www.nationalrail.co.uk
www.thetrainline.com
www.liftshare.com/uk/
Others
www.deeplyclean.com
Switch with Which – www.which.co.uk
Quit smoking – www.smokefree.nhs.uk

Yorkshire Energy Partnership takes no responsibility for the content of this guide.
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